A TRIP TO THE LIBRARY

Jordan and Alana are learning about different jobs they can do when they grow up. See if you can find the hidden items.

WHAT COMES NEXT?

Study the patterns. Then draw in the missing items.
IT’S A SLAM DUNK
Search up, down and sideways to find the basketball words in this puzzle.

A B U Z Z E R
C L I F O U L
Z O H K M P A
S C O R E S Y
H K O X Q H U
O S P B F O P
E B A L L O L
S W I S H T A

Ball  Layup
Block  Score
Buzzer  Shoes
Foul  Shoot
Hoop  Swish

Copy Cars
These cars are going on a road trip. Circle the two car carriers that are exactly alike.

WORKING TOGETHER
Find the correct path to help these squirrels store their food. Then write down all the letters you pass through in order on the spaces below to finish the Bible verse.

“Two people are better than one. They can help each other in ——— ——— ——— ——— they do.”

—Ecclesiastes 4:9
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